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Title Date Status Version 

National Committee on Occupational Safety and Health (NCOSH) 

90th  Meeting Minutes – Meeting for OHS Policy & Associated 

Terms of Reference 

6 May, 2022  Approved Final 

Distribution: 

Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat, NRC MyZone, NRC DocZone 

and the NRC COSH Co-Chairs 

Approved: 16 

June, 2022 

No. of pages: 

5 
 

 

Participants  

Members: 

Cathie Fraser 

Geneviève Tanguay 

Lawrence Mak 

Brad Gover   

Pierre Mayette 

Dongfang Yang 

Marvin Zaluski 

Debbie Cooper 

 

President of RCEA, Chair 

Vice-President, Emerging Technologies, Co-Chair  

Research Council Officer, PIPSC Employee Representative, Co-Chair 

Director, Research and Development, Construction, Employer Representative 

Director General (DG), Design and Fabrication Services, Employer Representative 

Senior Research Officer, AST, Employee Representative 

Systems and Software Analyst, DT 

Labour Relations and Negotiator, RCEA, 

Resource Persons: 

Ronalda Rino 

Susan Gamble 

Ashley Plitong 

Carolyn Lauzon 

Matae Watson  

 

Executive Director, HSE Branch 

Director, Prevention & Field Operations, HSE Branch 

Manager, Policy Development & Reporting, HSE Branch 

Senior Labour Relations Advisor, HR Branch 

NCOSH Secretary & Administrative Coordinator, Corporate Services 

Guests:  

Caroline Dodd 

Dale MacMillan 

 

HSE Specialist, Biosafety Officer, HSE Branch 

Vice President, Corporate Services and Chief Financial Officer 

Regrets: 

Sue Twine 

 

Director, Research and Development, HHT, Employer Representative 

Meeting Details  Meeting time (duration) 

Virtual Meeting 1:00 pm to 2:32 am (Eastern Time) 

 

Discussion points 

1  Introductions 

Cathie Fraser welcomed the Committee. Marvin Zaluski and Deb Cooper A decision was made with all present 

members agreeing that the meeting should transition to Microsoft Teams as the standard video conferencing 

system moving forward. 

2 Approval of the Agenda 

The approval of the meeting minutes from the meeting of the 9 March, 2022 was deferred to the 16 June, 2022 

quarterly NCOSH meeting. All other agenda items were approved with no changes. 

3 Occupational Health and Safety Policy 

Ashley Plitong presented the draft updates to the Occupational Health and Safety Policy with comments from 

bargaining agents and NRC representatives. Ashley detailed comments received and updates made. 

Key comments and updates incorporated included: 
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 Under roles and responsibilities for HSE Client Services Advisors, NCOSH and COSH members, 

collaborating with the Senior Ethics Officer was added including reviewing risk factors for violence and 

harassment in the workplace. The role of the Senior Ethics Officer was also added under the OSH policy; 

 A bullet was added to the section 2.1 under Health and Safety Representatives to include supporting the 

local OSH Committee; 

 It was included that there is a requirement to provide a response to recommendations within 30 days as 

legislated; and 

 Under section 2.9, a bullet was added that COSH review their terms of reference annually and maintain their 

membership list. As well, an addition was made that COSH are responsible for obtaining a response on 

recommendations to supervisors and managers within 30 days as legislated and corrective actions are 

completed by supervisors and their delegates.  

The following points were discussed: 

 DGs must collaborate with RPPM and HSE along with CBI management to ensure health and safety needs 

are met. It is suggested that section 2.2 under VPs not include “actively support and encourage managers…” 

and instead this should be added to section 2.3 under DG/ED responsibilities. A counterpoint was made that 

Vice Presidents have the authorities to organize finance within their division to support health and safety as 

needed. A decision was made that this point be included under both section 2.2 and section 2.3; 

 It was confirmed that all audits and evaluations are brought up to the VPs while the action plans may fall to 

the DG level; 

 The roles and responsibilities of Site Coordination Boards and Incident Command Teams will not be included 

in the OSH Policy documents; 

 It was decided that a reference to the the labour code section 125 be included noting that providing a 

response to cost recommendations within 30 days is part of legislation and not an NRC decision; 

 It was confirmed that the inclusion of a responsibility to collaborate with the Senior Ethics Officer was added 

as it is a newer role and it is important that COSH be kept in the loop with any workplace harassment and 

violence investigations. It was decided that a mention of applicable partners be added to the roles and 

responsibility under sections 2.7 and 2.8; and 

 A reference to management in 2.9 should be changed to include supervisors along with or to the exclusion of 

managers as reflected in the labour code. 

4 NCOSH Terms of Reference 

Ashley Plitong presented the draft updates to the NCOSH Terms of Reference with comments from bargaining 

agents and NRC representatives. Ashley detailed comments received and updates made. 

Key comments and updates incorporated included: 

 It was confirmed that the number of resource people included in meetings is to be under the discretion of the 

co-chairs but should not be a prescribed number; 

 A reference in section 5.0 to management was changed to reflect NCOSH Co-Chairs; 

 A change was made in section 8.0 under accommodation requests removing pregnant and nursing 

employees so as to be inclusive of all accommodations; and 

 It was noted that recordings of NCOSH meetings are to be held until approval of the minutes; 

Key discussion points included: 

 A point was made that the requirement that training be completed within 90 days be removed entirely. A 

counterpoint was made that the 90 days is not unreasonable for HSE to accommodate but a date ensures 

that Committee members have the required training. It was decided that it should outline “As soon as 

possible” instead of a set number of days or set at 120 days. It was confirmed that the RCEA is not in 

agreement with 90 or 120 days; 

 In section 5.0, it was confirmed that employee representative on working groups being approved by the 

bargaining agents should be included in the term of reference; 
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 It was confirmed that Employee representatives that use union emails do not have access to encrypted 

emails and do not have access to fax machines; 

 Best practices for virtual meetings outlined in section 8.1 are to be removed; and 

 It is to be confirmed what the legislated requirement for the retention of NCOSH meeting minutes is and 

section 6.0 of the NOCH terms of reference is to be adjusted as needed. 

 

Due to time constraints, it was confirmed that the updates to the Health and Safety Representative Terms of 

Reference be will be deferred with changes made to reflect those made to the COSH Terms of Reference.  

Cathie Fraser announced the formal resignation of Mike Vandenhoff as the NCOSH RCEA Employee 

Representative as of the 6 May, 2022. The Committee thanked Mike for all he has provided to the committee. 

Cathie Fraser confirmed that she is resigning as NCOSH Co-Chair and Employee Representative as of 

the 6 May, 2022. The Committee thanked Cathie for her diligence and her passion in the years she has co-

chaired NCOSH. 

5 COSH Terms of Reference  

Ashley Plitong presented the draft updates to the COSH Terms of Reference with comments from bargaining 

agents and NRC representatives. Ashley detailed comments received and updates made. 

Key comments and updates incorporated included: 

 A mention of management in section 1.0 was adjusted to include bargaining agents; 

 A bullet was added to section 3.1 that unrepresented employees cannot not be Rand members of either 

PIPSC or RCEA; 

 The RCEA links are to be adjusted to reflect the correct pages; 

 An adjustment was made under 3.4 Terms of Office to add cost records and maintenance of 

membership status. COSH Co-Chairs must review the status annually. It was noted that these changes 

will not reflect in the most recent call out to COSH Terms of Office; 

 To avoid repetition with the OSH policy, a bullet in section 3.7 was removed that outlined response time 

for recommendations to management; 

 A bullet was provided under section 4.1 to outline responsibilities around Workplace Harassment and 

Violence; and 

 A portion of section in 9.0 has been moved to section 3.4; and 

 The best practices of virtual meetings will be removed to reflect the changes in the NCOSH Terms of 

Reference. 

Key discussion points included: 

 A deleted portion outlining “these terms of reference are established in accordance with the provisions put 

forth in the Canada Labour Code…” is to be put into the beginning of the terms of reference; 

 It was noted that Rands employee and unrepresented employees are not interchangeable terms. It was 

suggested that section 3.1 specify FI and PE employees be outlined instead of simply “unrepresented; 

 A suggestion was made that further detail be added to section 3.1 paragraph 4 provide a discussion of 

the referenced section of the Labour Code with more specific details. A suggestion of paragraph 5 is to 

be adjusted as well to match language provided in the Canada Labour Code; 

 Under 3.2, it was suggested that there be a requirement for training prior to membership in a COSH. It 

was indicated that this may be a challenge to quorum so there should be some flexibility. This language 

will be adjusted to match the NCOSH terms of reference; 

 The Committee recommends that 3.7 removes a mention that Co-Chair responsibilities may be 

delegated to a secretary; 

 It was indicated that a bullet under section 3.7 may be confusing as COSH Co-Chairs cannot always 

ensure action items are implemented in a timely manner. No changes were recommended; 
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 The Committee agreed to re-include a section on the Internal Complaint Resolution from a previous 

version of the terms of reference;  

 A point was made noting that section 5.0 outlines all of the legislated requirements; 

 It was confirmed that employees must be reappointed every two years and this would include the COSH 

Co-Chairs as per the outlined term; 

 It was recommended that under section 5.1, language outlining mechanical rooms and electric rooms be 

made more generic to reflect the variety of workplaces within the NRC; 

 Confirmation was provided that the terms of reference outline that each COSH must complete a monthly 

inspection of workplaces as legislated; 

 A recommendation that section 6.1 confirm that any information provided as a result of investigations be 

held in strict confidentiality; 

 It was suggested that the 2 year timeline for retention of all COSH minutes include a reference to the 

Canada Labour Code; and 

 Clarification was requested as to why section 9.0 sees a mention of management co-chair was removed 

in favour of the Committee as a whole. A suggestion was made that this reflect exactly what is legislated; 

and 

 It was requested that DocZone be outlines as a repository for COSH minutes 

6 Health and Safety Representative Terms of Reference 

Changed to the Health and Safety Representative Terms of Reference 

7 Closing Remarks 

The Committee thanked everyone for their time and support. Comments and feedback provided this meeting 

shall be incorporated into the draft documents by the HSE Policy Development and Reporting as tracked 

changes for secretarial review and placed on the agenda for formal approval at the quarterly NCOSH 

meeting on June 16. The NCOSH training that was scheduled over the next 3 weeks will be deferred to a future 

time. 

A special thank you was given to Cathie Fraser for her excellent work as NCOSH Co-Chair. 

 

Action Number Action Items Responsible 

1 Comments and feedback provided this meeting shall be incorporated 

into the draft documents as tracked changes for secretarial review and 

placed on the agenda for formal approval at the quarterly NCOSH 

meeting on June 16.  

Ashley Plitong 

 

Acronym  

AERO Aerospace 

BMSC Business Management Support Committee 

CBI Research Centre, Branch and IRAP 

COSH Committee on Occupational Safety and Health 

eHOIR Electronic Hazardous Occurrence Investigation Report 

ERT Emergency Response Team 

ESDC Employment and Social Development Canada 

HOIR Hazardous Occurrence Investigation Report 

HPP Hazard Prevention Program 

HPSP Hazardous Products Safety Program 

HSE Health, Safety and Environment Branch 

IRAP Industrial Research Assistance Program 
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METRO Metrology 

NAOSH North American Occupational Safety and Health 

NJC National Joint Council 

OSH Occupational Safety and Health 

OSHELS Occupational Safety and Health E-Learning Solution 

PIPSC Professional Institute of the Public Service 

PPE Personal Protective Equipment  

PSPC Public Services and Procurement Canada 

RCEA Research Council Employees’ Association 

RPPM Real Property Planning and Management Branch 

SCB Site Coordination Board 

SCOP Special COVID-19 Operating Procedure 

SEC Senior Executive Committee 

SGO Secretary General’s Office 

TBS Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat 

ToR Terms of Reference 

WHMIS Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System 

 


